



































































































































If Roe is a tow anigular variety
and 0 is a l four ou Qu Lik e is

the inclusion then Co is a dell defined
1 four ou R
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Definition A complex valued functionevents locallyand in holomorphic if it can eke
givenby a convergent power aeries Ipasikwk

A function is meromorphic if
it is a ratio ofholomorphicfunctions
ftp E K weep G w vs 2 IKEWD W

We write dz for de and duefor ditz

If I 94,4 u u x y u u c IRS then
d't dy ti dy du diet idol

O is a meromorphic cform ou Q'if
0 fc2wjdzi gcz.usdu

with f g meromorphic



We get examplesof meromorphic
1 formwork byrestricting
meromorphic c forms and teeth

R c
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Consider the integral FEE in

the complex setting In the real
case fd we would identify this

as arcane and define it for ye E I B

after choosing a principle branch of
count once and for all

In the complex setting this expression
hasweaving in Q E l is if we can

identify which branch ofthe square
root we are talking about



We introduced Reimann surfaces are
a technique for dealing with bunches
of function We can use them here

Write w FE then WE l E

and thisequationdefinesa.lapperelliptoe
surface R Ezio wt l E3

Consider the Cuformat Ew one

Consider the restriction ofO to R
or pullback Risa ECA

Ew is a well ilefured fourth
Glut u Qiu E

If daff Cu Fury is a word

client fork comingfrom some

explicit choiceafabrunchof

y



the FEET.it 7ETatT

Fai Hai du
Ea integral arttenin letuna

Conclusion we get a well defined
I four ou R and a well defined
integration problem an R

The aritignityof the original
integralhas been replaced bythe issue of choosing aburto
but this choice depends only
on the point in R we are conindering



Definition A hyperelliptia integrals
is an integral on the complex
plane of the firm Jde
When deg P 2 this is related to

complex inverse trig functions and
is periodic



When DeyP 3 or 4 these integrals
are called ellipticintegrals since
they arise in finding the
arc length of an ellipse
We will see that they lead to

elliptic analogsof trig functions
In general the analysisof the
integral is closely related to
the analysis of the corresponding
Reimannsurface R EW PER

Note that degP 3 4 is exactly the
case when Ria a lotus
Thefunction that arise will be



doubly periodic and this is
connected to a I

We will return to this later in the
course



Autotrophumisofthedest
Recall that

every connected
Rainann surface can be written
as where S is simply connected

and C is acting lyholomorphic

automorphisms Recall that we
also claimed that

every simplyconnected Riemann surface is 5

Q or the dish We will now

describe these automorphismgroups
We start with the dials
Without loss of generality we

can consider the mint cleats in Q
which we write as D



Admounty's brume Appose
f O 0 is holomorphic and

Aunt footo Then either
a HEY H forevery non zero

Z in D or

E Hz eitz for some real
constant 0

Proof Hz hit turret
2 act Azz t
2 get g holomorphic

For rat we can apply the
maximum principle to g on

the disk Hers and obtain

154 ftp.ulgcwslah since



I s I fGH Iz GEN IH Iget
so Iget a Tz E th

setting re 1 we got 1gal I Ino

If 1g1 1 at some pointof Otten

g is constantlythe maximum

principal and get so G

holds Otherwise IgM and

4 holds

Theorem The element of Auto
are precisely the Ariotins transformation
of the four

f E Effect with Iaf KEI

Prof Elementsof this fourfour a group
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